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by
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If one had to categorize Georg Weinblum among naval architects,
it would be fair, I believe, to call hirna ship theorist. He him-
self liked the term "ship theory", his own research was primarily
devoted to this, he supported it among others, and one of his chief
goals as a teacher was to try to provide prospective naval architects
with a good understanding of the fundamentals of their profession.

I have been rereading many of Georg Weinblum's papers during
recent months and one aspect that has struck me is his constant
concern for the application of ship theory to ship design. In almost
every paper I have looked at, some part of it is devoted to its
implications for design. Some are almost completely oriented in
this direction.

This isn't surprising, I suppose. Georg Weinblum was serious
about his profession, in fact, more than that, he was enthusiastic
about it and he was convinced that the study of ship theory could
and wOl1ld resl1lt in the improvement of ships. It is just this
last point that I should like to examine. Does ship theory really
play an irnportant role in ship design, and if not, could it? This
is a question that any ship theorist must ask hirnself from time to
time.

Note that I am hot asking if ship design needs ship theory.
It seems clear, fairly clear anyway, that ship designers could
get along by the method of trial and error, of cut and try. In a
field like naval architecture, with a long history behind it, one
has the option of starting any rnore-or-Iess conventional design pro-
blem from a safe position. The designer may indulge his spirit of
creativity by rnaking small modifications of a known acceptable design.
Whether well-founded or not, they do not usually result in disaster,
and if the consequences are observed and recorded, these small changes
contribute to the advancement of the art of design. I suppose that
much of the progress in technologies of all sorts has been a result
of such an ernpirical process. Of course, there are examples where
a "small" change does result in a disaster, but these are also
learned and avoided.

If one doesn't actually need ship theory, where then does it
fit in? One obvious place is-rn-those design situations where there
is no tradition to start from, and another is where something more
that a "small" modification is required to achieve areal advance
in design practice. Let us look at some examples.

Our field is particularly rich these days in examples of the
first kind, those situations where one cannot rely upon a weIl tested
body of experience, codified in rules, but only upon one's intuition,



model tests and the laws of mechanics. I am thinking, of course,
of the design of the various off-shore platforms, some floating, some
fixed after they are towed into position. Their diversity is enor-
mous, as one can easily see by thurnbing through some issues of
Ocean Industry, and they attest to the inventiveness of their design-
ers. But this ingenuity in conception needs to be supported either
by a tradition of experience or by calculations based upon the laws
of mechanics. Since the former is lacking, reliance must be placed
upon the latter.

To be faced with such problems is, of course, a frightening
prospect. One is suddenly painfully aware of the limitations in
the various theoretical developments. For example, in calculating
hydrodynamic forces, may one really neglect viscosity or is it just
that we don't know what else to do, are linearized approximations
adequate, what sort of spectrurn should one assurne for the incident
waves, what does a lOO-year wave really signify, etc? A particular
problem can no longer be set aside because it is "messy" or not a
good academic research problem. It must be accepted as it has been
presented by circumstances, although it is indeed prudent to confirm
that the "right" problem has been presented if it has been formulated
by someone else.

Still, decisions have to be made and calculations carried
through, and it is just the academic research based upon clear-
cut problems that must provide the background and basis for
dealing with the more complex problems. Indeed, unless one can
examine simple problems first, one cannot usually analyze the com-
plicated problems presented to an engineer. A direct attack upon
a too complicated problem may be in danger of not uncovering the
underlying principles.

In recent years I suppose that more than half of our students
have ended up doing ocean engineering rather than naval architec-
ture in its strict sense. However, it is essentially ship theory
that they apply, for if they have understood, for example, the
uses of potential theory in calculating the motion of a ship in a
seaway, they also know how to deal with floating bodies of dif-
ferent configurations. Indeed, such computations have become
close to cornrnonplace. And even more esoteric ones, such as the
second-order drift forces acting on floating bodies moored in waves,
occur as part of the design process. The number of such examples
can be increased considerably and they cover most of ship hydro-
dynarnics. Moreover, parallel and more pressing ones exist in ship-
structure theory.

Does this mean that every naval architect or ocean engineer
must be an exnert in the mathematics of the equations of fluid
dynamics and ~tructures? I think not. Just as one can make
effective use of the telephone without understanding, or even being
very interested in how it works, one can make effective use of
ship theory without digging into the details. Georg Weinblum's
papers on ship motions illustrate the possibilities. In an early
paper [Z. VDI 78 (1934), 1373-79] concerning the motion of a ship
in a seaway he~as emphasized that in using the linearized eaua-
tions of motion, it is important to take into account the added-
mass terms derived from the hydrodynamic force, as weIl as the
damping terms. The actual calculation of either of these terms is,
of course, difficult and methods are still being developed for



doing it, especially in three dimensions. However, once one knows
that such terms must be taken into account, one may try to find
their values by other means than mathematical calculation, by model
tests for example. Ship theory has still played an essential role
by identifying quantities easily overlooked in a more elementary
analysis. Indeed they were overlooked by Krylov in his classic
papers on ship motions.

In my opinion, applications of ship theory of this sort, i.e.
ones that clarify the nature of the underlying physics and point
out the appropriate equations to express it, are at least as impor-
tant as the specific calculations they may lead to. It is a con-
sequence of this point of view that the education of naval archi-
tects should include enough ship theory so that these fundamental
aspects are always within their grasp. Even though detailed ca1-
culations may be left to specialists, the designer needs to
recognize when certain physical phenomena are important, how they
show up in the calculations, and to know that they can indeed be
calculated by specialists. These were essentially Georg Weinblum's
pedagogical principles. He introduced them at the Institut für
Schiffbau in Hamburg and also at the University of California in
Berkeley. Since then they have spread world wide. The aim is not
to make every naval architect a ship theorist, but rather to in-
struct hirn to recognize when and where ship theory is useful and
how to make use of it when it iso

I should like to think that wave-resistance theory has played
a role in practical design similar to ship-motion theory, especially
since Georg Weinblum devoted so much effort to it, but I believe
that I would be overstating the case if I claimed this. The in-
sights that wave-resistance theory, in the form of Michell's
integral, could have offered to ship design had already been dis-
covered empirically through model-series testing. Furthermore,
it has not proved useful as a computational procedure for pre-
dicting wave resistance; it is simply not accurate enough for ships
of normal dimensions. For ship motions linearized theory seems
to work weIl enough, for wave resistance it does not. Perhaps
one must be content to call it bad luck. Nature is not always
kind.

This brings us to the second category of situations where
ship theory can make a contribution to Bhip design, those where
small modifications of existing designs will not disclose a pos-
sible significant advance. Here again we have a splendid example,
and one in which Georg Weinblum played apart, the bulbous bow.
It doesn't seem reasonable to assume that the large bulbs used on
contemporary ships could have been developed by a step-by-step
process from the small bulbs used earlier. They are too far from
the norm of earlier days and would have offended the aesthetic
sense and probably the common sense of almost any practicing
naval architect. Something more fundamental was needed that would
allow one to get beyond this barrier of tradition. And indeed it
was the analytical investigations of Inui, Takahei and Kumano
followed by model tests, that showed the substantial improvernents
that could be obtained with large bulbs. However, in this case
the analytical investigation had to come first and to suggest
that a radical revision of the conventional ideas concerning bulbs
was necessary. Gf course, once Inui and his colleagues had
completed these pioneering investigations, others could begin to



improve bu1b design by "small steps". I think I shou1d also add
that Inui's ana1ytica1 investigations were based upon an app1ica-
tion of a modification of the 1inearized wave-resistance theory
that I have just discredited. The fact that theory does not yie1d
usefu1 quantitative information does not mean that it cannot give
important qualitative information that can then be improved and
refined by empirica1 or other means.

I have mentioned that Georg Weinb1um p1ayed some part in the
deve10pment of bu1bs. Because of his interest in design, he had
concerned hirnself for most of his professional 1ife with ships of
minimum wave resistance. In 1934 both he and Wig1ey, more or 1ess
simu1taneous1y and independent1y, pub1ished papers whose purpose
was to exp1ain the working of the bu1bous bow. In each paper
part of the analysis was devo'ted to the optimum size and position
of the bu1b. In my opinion either one of these two cou1d have
discovered the efficacy of 1arge bu1bs at this time. Better
computing machines wou1d have he1ped, of course, but a more
serious handicap, I be1ieve, was the technica1 c1imate. A ser-
ious suggestion at that time ,thatbu1bs of a type now commonp1ace
shou1d be used wou1d not 1ike1y have fallen upon sympathetic
ears. Indeed, I imagine that 35 years 1ater it required some
courage on the part of Inui to make this suggestion.

The story of the bu1bous bow cannot be terminated, of course,
without mentioning that remarkab1e bit of serendipity, the even
greater and unanticipated success of the bu1bous bow for ships
in ballast at low speeds. As everyone now knows, this was fina1-
1y exp1ained by the ingenious experimental investigations of
S. D. Sharma, described in a paper by Eckert and Sharma,
[Jbuch STG, 64(1970), 129-171, espe pp. 140-158]. However,
can one rea11y attribute this astonishing advance in ship design
to an app1ication of ship theory? In the narrowest sense, cer-
tain1y not. The theoretica1 computations of Inui and his
co11eagues certain1y did not inc1ude the possibi1ity of e1imin-
ating wave breaking at low speeds by ships in ballast, nor wou1d
they have supported the use of a 1arge protruding bow at low speeds.
On the other hand, without these ca1cu1ations and the consequent
introduction of 1arge bu1bs, it is un1ike1y that their effective-
ness in such situations cou1d have been discovered. But perhaps
in this case we shou1d be content with our good fortune and not
inquire too deep1y into its origins.

Are there other examp1es where a theoretica1 insight has
opened up new design possibi1ities not 1ike1y to have been dis-
covered by taking on1y sma11 steps? I don't think that one shou1d
anticipate finding many of these, but at least one more comes to
mind, supercavitating propellers. without Marshall Tulin's
initial deve10pment of a 1inearized theory for cavitating hydro-
foi1s and of the consequent foi1 shapes of least drag/1ift ratio,
it is un1ike1y that the idea of designing supercavitating propel-
lers wou1d have presented itself. Propellers behaving in this
fashion wou1d certain1y have occurred, but Tu1in's discoveries
a110wed the presence of a cavity to be inc1uded in the design
and the performance to be optimized under this condition.

In the above rernarks, I have restricted myself to accornp1ish-
ments of ship theory that have taken p1ace in re1ative1y recent
times, but ship-theoretica1 ca1culations that have become



comrnonplace are still ship theory. Even the hydrostatic calculations
were once revolutionary. The story of Archimedes' excitement upon
discovering a hydrostatic law is too weIl known to need repeating.
Those developments in ship theory that prove useful in design will
certainly, in the future, become as much apart of a naval archi-
tect's took kit as hydrostatic calculations or Froude's Hypothesis
are today. And this is, of course, what Georg Weinblum foresaw
and planned for when he proposed a modernization of the curriculum
of study for naval architects that would allow them to grasp the
significance of the most recent developments in ship theory. In
the years to come this may prove to be his greatest contribution
to Naval Architecture.



A Phenornenon Observed in Transient Testing

by

O. J. Sibul, W. C. Webster and J. V. Wehausen



Introduction

The phenomenon that will be discussed in this paper was
observed in the course of some experiments with a quite different
aim. The original purpose was to investigate the effect of bottom
irregularities upon a ship moving in water shallow enough so that
the bottom could be "feIt" by the ship. In the initial experi-
ments the ship, a model of Series 60, block 60, was held fixed and
the "bottom irregularity" consisted of a rectangular box lying on
the floor of the towing tank and spanning it. The forces acting
on the struts holding the model were then recorded for several
different model speeds. What had been anticipated was a force
response localized in time to which we hoped to apply Fourier
analysis and thence to predict the response to bottom obstructions
of other shapes. Instead of the localized response, the record
showed something that might be interpreted as this followed by a
slowly decaying almost periodic response that we decided to call
"ringing". The word "almost" should be noted, for, as we shall
see below, careful inspection of the records often showed more than
one period. Figure 1 shows a typical record taken for water depth
h = 1.191 ft, model velocity v = 2.67 ft/sec and model length
L = 5 ft.

Forward force gauge

position indicators

Aft force gauge

Figure 1.
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Why the Ringing?

Varying the height or length of the obstruction had no
appreciable effect upon the measured period of the ringing. It
also appeared to be independent of the clearance of the hull over
the obstruction and of the hull shape. On the other hand, there
was a very definite dependence upon speed and upon water depth.

One other phenomenon was observed in carrying out these
experiments. Unless considerable care was taken to have the towing
carriage accelerate slowly up to its test speed, the record showed
a periodic response also before the model passed over the obstruc-
tion, with aperiod the same as that observed in the ringing.

It was
of the hull
of ringing.
ship length
water depth

evident that the configuration of the obstruction or
played only a very small role in the observed period
The remaining variables that seemed relevant were the

Land the tank width b. If T is the period, h the
and v the speed, it appeared that

T = f(v, h, L, b).

If we include also g, but assume a negligible influence of viscos-
sity, this may be written nondimensionally as follows:

The circumstances under which ringing occurs give a hint as to
the physical cause. An abrupt start, a so-called "hard start",
piles up the water in front of the ship model. This water must
then dissipate itself in some fashion. Similarly, when the model
passes over an obstruction, the water between the obstruction and
the ship is squeezed upwards and again must dissipate itself. The
precise form of these "humps" of water and of the associated velo-
cities is, of course, difficult to determine. However, as we shall
see, some quantitative conclusions can be drawn without its being
necessary to have detailed information.

The situation that prevails just after the hard start or just
as the model passes over the obstruction is similar to that in a
classical problem in the theory of water waves, usually called
the Cauchy-Poisson problem. In this problem one starts with some
initial configuration of the free surface andjor initial velocity
distribution and asks for the future motion of the fluid. Because
the solution of this problem is important to us, let us review it.

The Cauchy-poisson Problem

Because the two-dimensional version is easier we begin with
it. We shall assume irrotational motion and use the linearized
boundary conditions on the free surface. Let the fluid at rest
occupy the strip -h < Y < 0, _00 < x < 00, wi th y = 0 being the sur-

face of the undisturbed fluid. Let y = Y(x,t) be the equation

for the free surface at time t. We suppose that Y(x,O) is given
and that the fluid is at rest at t = O. Define



E (k)
1=

gh

J

OO .
l.kxY(x,O)e dx.

-00

(1)

Then it can be shown that Y(x,t) is given by

f
oo -ikx

Y(x,t) = e E(k) cos[a(k)t] dk
-00

= ~
foo E (k) Ie -i (kx - at) + e -i (kx + at)]

dk
-00

(2)

= YR(x,t) + YL(X,t)

Here a(k) is the "dispersion equation". For gravity waves in water
of depth h it is given by

a2 = gk tanh kh . (3)

It is evident that Y(x,t) is a superposition of infinitely many
periodic waves, of which one set moves to the right and the other
to the left. Here k is the wave number, 2TI/k= A the wave length,
a the frequency, 2TI/a = T the period, and c = a(k)/k = A/T(A) the
velocity for a given periodiccomponent.

A classical result in this problem is an asymptotic expansion
for a large x or large t. Let k be determined by the equation

a' (k) = x/ t ( 4 )

for given x and t. It is then possible to establish that

YR(x,t)

{

Re
~

0, x

E (k)
.1.

[ -2TIa' (k) ]
2

xa" (k)
-i (kx - at + TI/4)

e , x < t/gh

> tv'gh (5)

The asymptotic form is
with (4) being used to
There is an expression
the surface.

the same for either large x or large t,
modify (5) if a form for large t is desired.
of similar form for an initial impulse on

One may interpret this formula in several ways. Suppose that
an observer is moving so that x/t = const. Then from (4) k is
constant, i.e., the observer is just keeping pace with waves of
wave length A = 2TI/k. On the other hand, the crests of these
waves are moving with velocity a(k)/k > a' (k), so that they are
passing the observer by, that is, the water surface seen by the
observer is undulating periodically. Figure 2 shows both c(k),
the "phase velocity" , and c (k) = a' (k), the "group velocity",
plotted against kh.

g
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Let us next suppose that the position x is fixed and that t
increases. Then, since x/t is decreasing, it fo11ows from (4)
and Figure 2 that k is increasing, or A decreasing, with increasing
t. Figure 3, reproduced from paper by J. E. Prins (1958) shows a
set of records for a rectangu1ar initial hump.

T I ME I t In Seconds
10 15 20 25 30

PHASE ZERO-POINTS,

- - -
KRANZER-KELLER cos 2r (f -f) -0 o. dopth h-0.5'

~ Actuol wove performance: l.t', Q-0.3',

Figure 3.

According to the 1inearized theöry, these curves shou1d
start with a discontinuity at t = x/lgE. In fact, on1y a stee~
rise is observed. The gradua11y decreasing wave 1engths are
c1ear1y visible. Fixing t and 1etting x increase is equiva1ent
to taking a snapshot of the water surface at time t. It is seen



that wave lengths will get longer as x increases and that the
profile should end with a discontinuity at x = t/gh. A direct
measurement of this profile would be difficult, but Figure 4 shows
a qualitative sketch. As stated above, if there were a sequence
of such curves for increasing values of t, the region associated
with a given wave number k would move to the right with group
velocity cr'(k) whereas a crest, for example, in the same region
would be moving to the right with phase velocity cr(k)/k.

x

Figure 4.

The analogous problem in three dimensions has been worked out
for the radially symmetrie case by Kranzer and Keller (1959) the
results are shown below. Let

E(k) = JooY(r,O)J (kr)rdr
o 0

(6 )

Then

Y(r,t) = JooE(k) cos[cr(h)t] J (kr) kdk .

o 0
(7 )

The asymptotic form, written for large r, is given by

Y (r, t)

{

E ~k)
[~~:,J

i

0, r > t/gh

cos (kr - crt), r < t/gh ,

(8)

where k is determined by

cr' (k) = r/t (9)

The most noticeable difference between (5) and (9) is the nature
of the dependence upon x and r, respectively. Interpretations of
the three-dimensional results are almost identical with those
already given for two dimensions and need not be repeated. A more
complete three-dimensional problem in which axial symmetry is not
assumed could be easily worked out, but would not add in an essen-
tial way to the information needed here.



It was mentioned above in connection with the two-dimensional
problem that a similar asymptotic expansion can be obtained for
an initial impulse. An expression analogous to (8) has been worked
out by Keller and Kranzer (1959) for this case. Since we wish to
make use of this result later on, the asymptotic expression is also
given here. Let I(r) be the initial impulse on the free surface
and define

00

I(k) = J
I(r) J (kr)r dr

o 0

Then

Y(r,t) =

{

-I (k)

p h r/gh

0, r
.::.

[

!
a' h tanh (kh)

]- a"
sin (kr - at), r < t/gh

t/gh (10)

The most important difference between (8) and (10) is the absence
of the discontinuity at the leading edge of the disturbance in (10),
i.e. at r = tlgK.

Finally some remarks concerning the region of applicability
of the asymptotic expansions seem necessary, for they are derived
for "Iarge" values of t, or of x and r. Unfortunately, we are not
aware of any systematic study of this point and we have not at-
tempted it ourselves. We shall assume, however, that the asymptotic
expansion gives a useful approximation from almost the beginning,
say for r/h > 3 and tlgK > 10.

The Predicted Ringing Frequen~

We shall now exploit the model that we have proposed earlier.
We suppose that at time t=O a hump of water has been formed near
the bow of the ship and that the ship is moving forward with ve-
locity U. At time t > 0 the configuration of ship plus wave
(see Figure 4) might appear as in Figure 5.

u CT{k}/k

Figure 5.



Sinee the ship is moving with eonstant veloeity U, its bow is just
keeping paee with waves of length A = 2TI/kdetermined by

U=o'(k) (11 )

These waves, however, are moving forward with
o (k)/k > 0' (k), i.e., the ship is moving in a
own ereation. The frequeney with whieh these
the bow is determined by the equation

phase veloeity
following sea of its
waves are passing

o = (e_u)2TI = rO(k) - o'(k)]k = o(k) - ko'(k) .
e A k

(12)

with 0 given by (3), this beeomes

o (k) = ko' (k)
rsinh (2kh) - 2kIil < ko'

e ll>inh (2kh) + 2k1!.J
(13 )

This ean be made dimensionless as folIows:

Uo
e = 2TI

[

gT

u
e
f

l

=
U2

kh [
sinh (2kh) - 2kh

]g gh sinh(2kh) + 2kh

(14)

Sinee

= = +
2kh

]sinh (2kh) , (15)
U

Igh

0'

one may eliminate kh and plot uoe/g or gTe/U direetly against
U/ Igh. This is shown in Figure 6 .

Before eomparing measured periods with the eurve of Figure 6,
we mention a possible diffieulty suggested by Figure 5. We have
assumed a hump of water eentered near the bow at t=O, and the
eomputed frequeney oe of (12) is measured at that loeation. Near
the stern of the ship, however, the wave length will be smaller,
and henee the phase veloeity also. After suffieient time, the
differenee will be negligible, for the region where the wave
length is between A and A + ~A eontinually inereases with time.
In the beginning, however, this region may not be large and one
ean even imagine a situation where the stern is overtaking the
loeal waves while just the opposite is happening at the bow
(although it is probably pressing too far the applieability of
the asymptotie expansion to use it for so small a t). The fre-
queney at any point along the hull is ealeulable without great
diffieulty. However, unlike the frequeney at the point near the
bow where the initial disturbanee was eentered, it will depend
upon the time t or the distaneed travelled p = ut. We shall post-
pone the diseussion of this ealeulation until later when it will
be ineluded in a more aeneral one in whieh the observer measuring
the frequeney is not o~ly behind the eenter of the disturbanee but
also to one side of it. .
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Comparison withMeasured Values

As was stated in the Introduction, ringing could be observed
either from passing over an obstruction or from a hard start. But
this observed ringing was in the force measurements in the forward
and after struts holding the model. If the explanation proposed in
the last section is correct, one should be able to observe it equal-
ly weIl in the records of a wave gauge attached to the model. in-
deed, if our goal has now become to explain the ringing, the wave-
gauge record is better than the force records, which in a sense
are averages of wave records over the hull. We shall show some
data with both.

Experiments were made in the Ship Towing Tank at the Richmond
Field Station of the University of California at Berkeley. The
tank is 200 ft long and 8 ft wide. Water depth was changed during
the tests. Models were generally 5 ft long and the hull forms were
Series 60, CB = 0.60, 0.70 or 0.80. In addition, some tests were
made with models 3.75 ft and 7.5 ft long, these being symmetrie
fore and aft with both entrance and run being that of the entrance
of Series 60, CB = 0.80. These two models were constructed because
at one point in the course of the investigation it was believed
that a phenomenon to be described below was associated with the
model length. This was proved to be incorrect.

Figure 7 shows arecord taken with the 7.5 ft model following
a hard start. For this test h = 5.4 ft and v = 2.182 ft/sec. The
top two records show the forces in the forward and after struts
respectively. These were located 2 ft forward and 2 ft aft of the
centerplane section. The next two show wave records, the first
gauge being 2 in ahead of the bow and 7! in to the starboard,



the second at the stern and 10 in to the starboard of the
plane. The wave-gauge data are clearly easier to analvze
force data, which have already been passed through a 5~Hz
before amplification.

center-
than the
filter

l\ft Force Gauge

Forward wave probe

Aft wave probe

Figure 7.

We present now the results of the analysis of such data. We
begin with some results derived from tests made with h = 1.191 ft
and a rectangular obstruction (1.25 ft long, 0.729 ft high) on the
bottom. Figure 8 shows gTe/U plotted against Fh = u/lgh for the
measured values of T. The results are striking. For Fn > 0.55
the measured values elie very close to the predicted theoretical
curve, but for Fh < 0.55 they seem to obey some quite different
law. The matter was further confused by a closer analysis of our
data. For the region near Fh = 0.55 it was possible to read the
longer period on the forward force gauge at the same time that
one read the shorter one on the after force gauge. It was even
possible to read the shorter per iod near the beginning of a
record and then find a somewhat abrupt change to the longer one
near the end. Two values obtained from a wave gauge 6 inches
ahead of the bow conformed very weIl with the theoretical curve.
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The results became even more puzzling after the nature of the
obstacle and the hull form had been eliminated as possible explan-
ations. It did not seem likely that it could be an effect of water
depth, for the measured data conformed weIl with the theoretical
curve for larger values of Fh' the region where one might have
expected discrepancies if depth effects were the cause. In any
case, this cause was eliminated by some tests in "deep" water,
in this case in water with h = 5.5 ft. Figure 9 shows some values
of gTe/U taken from the records of a wave gauge 5 in ahead of the
bow and 17 in to the starboard on several different models as
described in the legend. Figure 10 shows values of gTe/U for both
force gauges and for two wave gauges, one mounted 5 in ahead of
the bow (and 17 in to the starboard) and another mounted at the
stern and 7 in to the starboard of the centerplane. Many more
data of this sort are available but they do not really add any
essentially different information.

.

It is clear from Figures 9 and 10 that depth does not play
a role in determining the apparently discontinuous behavior of
gTe/U. Furthermore, the indications from the three model lengths
are that length is also not a determining factor. This leaves
only tank breadth b as a likely parameter. Varying tank breadth
is somewhat difficult and would entail constructing a movable
false wall. Moreover, even if this were done and tests confirmed
that b were a controlling factor in the position of the discon-
tinuity, it would not throw any light upon the physical mechanism
for this behavior. Since it seems important to clarify the reasons
for the observed behavior, let us consider the effect of the tank
walls.
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Effect of Tank Walls

It seems evident that the on1y way in which the tank walls
can p1ay a ro1e is through ref1ection of the primary wave and
subsequent interference with it. There can, of course, be multiple
ref1ections, and one can imagine that a rather comp1icated wave
record cou1d be produced. This possibi1ity had occurred to us ear1y
on in the experiments but had then been discarded because observa-
tion showed almost no change of water level at the walls. This
was evident1y an erroneous conc1usion, and the possib1e ro1e of
ref1ections was again examined. This is most easi1y done conceptu-
a11y by imagining a who1e row of ships spaced b apart and starting
simu1taneous1y. We ca1cu1ate the effect of the "phantom" ships as
though each were in unbounded fluid. As a resu1t, the composite
of all of the corresponding solutions of the initia1-va1ue problem
satisfies the appropriate boundary condition on the walls. It wou1d
not, however, be strict1y correct to say that a "b1ockage correction"
is being made, since in the subsequent deve10pment the shipitse1f
is not inc1uded. For examp1e, the diffraction of the Cauchy-poisson
waves upon the ship is not taken into account. Neverthe1ess, a
true b10ckage correction might be necessary for a model in a very
narrow tank or for a model trave11ing near Fh = 1. We assume it
is not necessary here.

We now turn to the problem discussed in the paragraph fo1-
lowing Figure 6. Let the observer be at a distance s behind the
center of disturbance and a distance d to the 1eft of it (see
Figure 11). The disturbance source may be thought of as one

OBSERVER
ATt= 0

d

Figure 11.

of the images in a tank wall of the original disturba~c7 source
near the bow of the ship. Waves of wave number k arr1v1ng at
position B of the observer will have trave11ed a distance

.1.
[d 2 + tp _ s) 2] 2
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L:h
Fh d2:t I(G2 -1)d2 + G

2 S

'J
.

e
khFh=

9 G(p) d2 + S2 (19)

a funetion of kh, Fh and p. From

with a group velocity c (k). Consequently k is determined by the
equation 9

Id 2 + (p _ s) 2

t = c (k)9
(16)

o~ expressed dimensionlessly, by

G (p) =
Id;! + (p - s)

;!

p = , p = ut ( 17)

The encounter frequency at B is given by

(J = (J - kU cosa
e

or, again expressed dimensionlessly, by

eosa . ( 18)

From a relatively straightforward calculation one finds the fol-
lowing expression:

=
c (k)

9

Igh

1
(20 )

G(p)

one can solve for kh as a function of Fh and p. This allows one
to express (JeU/g as a function of the two variables Fh and p. As
in (14)

g~e = 2TI[cr~ur .
In order to apply (19) to the situation at hand, one may

consult Figure 12. The distanee d will be taken as b, 2b, 3b, etc.
Since reflections take place from each wall and the model is in the
center, each one must be doubled. This has, of course, no influence
on the per iod T. Figures 13 and 14 show, for Fh = 0.5, gT /U
plotted againstep in feet for s = 0 and s = 3 ft. The tankewidth
was taken as 8 ft. For s = 0, gTe/U is just 30.50 for the waves
associated with the primary disturbanee source (see Figure 6).
Both the first and second re fleet ions, however, vary with distance
travelled, each approaching 30.50 asymptotically from below. For
s = 3 ft the per iod associated with the primary source now also
varies with p. This is explained in the paragraph following Figure 6.
The vertical asymptote corresponds to the instant when c = 8
(see (18).

(21 )

The information obtained from Figures 13 and 14 (and many other
similar ones) shows that other per iods ean be expected than those

----._----



derived from the first analysis that led up to Figure 6. However,
these various periods need to be superposed in some fashion. The
superposition of the primary and various reflected waves will pro-
duce a composite wave, and it was presumably from such a wave that
we were taking our measurements. In order to be reasonably sure
that reflections were the cause of the unexpected observed behavior,
it seemed necessary to assume a model for the disturbance and to
calculate the superposition of the primary and reflected waves.
The analysis for such a calculation for finite h is in the paper
by Kranzer and Keller (1959) cited earlier, and the necessary
results have been reproduced in (8) and (10). Although either one
of these could have been used, there was some slight convenience
in using (la), for no discontinuity was involved (and had not been
observed) .

In applying (10) the following initial impulse distribution
was assumed:

I(r,O) = I [1 + 2(r/R)2]-3/2
o

co
I = f

I(r,O) J (kr)dr
o 0

(22)

where R = 0.15L and I = 1 lb sec/ft2.(Since the problem is linear,
the value of I does °not affect the periods of waves at any later
time.) The ob~erver was stationed on the ship at a distance
s = 0.8L behind the center of the disturbance in its initial loca-
tion (see Figure 12). The asymptotic expression (10) was "placed"
at each image point of the primary disturbance and a finite number
of these summed. Before writing down an expression for this it
will be convenient to rewrite (10) in a dimensionless form. We
introduce the following dimensionless variables:

k = kh, L = L/h, a = aL/U, t = tU/L, ~ = r/L,

(23)

The asyroptotic expression (10) may then be written as folIows:

{

I <F)

[

& I (k) "tanh
A A A 11
Y(r,t) = r -a

0, ~ ~ t/Fh

where k.is determined by

"

J

!
k sin(k~L-

(24)

and

" "al tanh k
=

A A A A A

2k [2k + sinh (2k)] sinh (2k) tanh (k)
A A A A A "2sinh2 (2k)+ 8k2cosh (2k)- 4k sinh (2k)- 4k"-a"

The primary wave plus 2n reflected waves (in pairs because of the
two tank walls) may be expressed as the following sum:



A A A A A A

= Y (ro,t) + 2Y (:s.,t)
A A A

+ . . . + 2Y(r ,t) ,n (25)

where

(26 )

and where k in (24) must be determined separately for each term
of (25) from (17) and (20). In computing the sum (25) for a given
tone need take into account only those y(f ,f) for which
rm < t/Fh' H~nce the number of terms is malways finite, but
increases as t increases and as Fh decreases. In the dimensionless
variables the equation for k is

m

a' (k ) = LG (t) = 1.
[(t - s/L) 2 + (rnb/L) 2]!

m A't

so that a transcendental equation must be solved. It appears as
if Fh has dropped out of the calculations, which obviously should
not happ~n'A If one introduces the equation (3) for a and then
computes a' (k), one finds that (29) takes the following form:

(29 )

1

[ (t - s/L) 2+ (mb/L) 2]2

A

t

(30)

A

Hence (25) becomes a function of t with parameters S/L, L/h, b/L
and Fh'

A program was prepared for carrying through these calculations.
For the results to be shown here s/L = 0.8, L/h = 4.1, b/L = 1.6
and R/L = 0.15 (see equation (22». For L = 5 ft, these corres-
pond to h = 1.22 ft, b = 8 ft and s = 4 ft, all values correspond-
ing closely to the measured values of Figure 8. The dimensionless
time (or distance) t was computed at intervals of 0.04 up to the
point where 12 ship lengths had been travelled. Computations
were made for Fh = 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55, 0.55, 0.60 and 0.65.
For Fh = 0.40 a total of 18 reflections was computed, for
Fh = 0.45, 15 reflections, and for the others 12 reflections.
Figures 15, 16 and 17 show graphically the results for FhA= Q.40,
0.50 and 0.60. Each figure shows the computed value of YT(t)and
also separately the contributions from the first and the second
term of (25), labelIed "source" and "first reflection", respectively.
In addition, for Fh = 0.50 the total for 3 reflections is shown.
The total number of reflectionsincludeddependedupon the .

number that would have an effect in the range 0 < t < 12. For
F = 0.50 the totals of 3 and of 12 reflections are the same for
t~ 3. Thereafter the divergence between the two increases. That
the first reflection dominates the primary wave is a consequence
of its being doubled by reflections from both walls.

----
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The graphs for these computed wave records were now treated
in the same fashion as the experiment records discussed earlier.
Per iods were measured near the right-hand ends of the curves and
also near the left-hand ends. The latter usually show a gradually
increasing per iod, so that a spread of values was read. Finally,
as a kind of check upon the accuracy of the procedure, the periods
near the right-handends of the "source" cu.rves were also measured to
confirm that they conformed with the values obtained from (14) and
(15). The results were then plotted on Figure 6; this is shown
in Figure 18. It is evident that the same sort of behavior is
observed here as was observed earlier in analyzing the experiment
records for h = 5.5 ft and h = 1.191 ft. Indeed, if the points
on Figure 18 are plotted on Figure 8, the two sets agree weIl with
each other.

Conclusion

We believe that the originally puzzling behavior has been
adequately explained. It is the result of the interference of
multiply reflected waves with each other and with the primary wave.
A reasonable objection to the calculation procedure is that the
assumed disturbance near the bow of the ship is probably not very
close to the actual one. This is apparently not a serious objection
in the present situation, for what we are really examining are con-
sequences of the dispersion relation and of reflection. We are not
trying to reproduce exactly the wave records.
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There still remain some unexplainable phenomena. Up to now we
have not shown the results of experiments carried out at very shal-
1m.!water depths. Figure 19 shows some results for various depths
near h=0.5ft. They do not conform at all with the theoretical curve
of Figure 6. Although the divergence for the smallervalues of Fh
may be explainable by reflection, that for the larger values cer-
tainly cannot. In particular, the occurrence of the values for
F > 1 is contrary to the predictions of the linearized theory. It
in evident that one needs a solution to a Cauchy-Poisson problem
that takes into account nonlinear terms in the boundary conditions.
This has not yet been examined.

Finally there remains another question. Is the observed
phenomenon of "ringing" of any practical significance for ships?
Probably not under ordinary circumstances. The height of the waves
generated by either a hard start or by passing over an obstruction
was small, not more than 0.2 in. There is, however, one circum-
stance where ringing might have a noticeable effect. If there is
a sequence of obstructions so spaced that the ringing is in reso-
nance with the frequency of passing the obstructions, the effect
will be constantly reinforced. It is easy to compute the circum-
stances under which this should occur. If d is the spacing between
obstructions and T the per iod of ringing after passing one, then
resonance occurs ewhen T = djU or, in terms of dimensionless
variables, when e

d = F zgTe
h h-u

(31)
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Figure 20 shows the measured force in the fore and aft struts when
the model passed over five rectangular obstructions spaced 7.75 ft
apart at their centers. The model velocity was 2.541 ft/sec, the
water depth h = 0.50 ft and the measured Te = 2.93 sec. Although
not completely in resonance (d/U = 3.05 sec), the model is respond-
ing with increasing force in the struts until the last obstruciion
is passed by. On a larger scale, obstructions spaced 335 ft apart
in water of depth 45 ft might expect to cause this resonance in a
ship moving at a speed of 11.25 knots with the resonance period
being Te = 17.75 sec. Or, in water of the same depth a ship moving
at 15.8 knots over obstructions spaced 1150 ft apart could expect
to experience a resonance period of 30 sec. It would be interest-
ing to know if such resonances have been observed.

Although we have mentioned the possible occurrence of ringing
in practical ship operations it seems evident that it is primarily
a towing-tank phenomenon that must be confronted in certain sit-
uations. It occursnot only in passing over an obstruction on the
bottom in shallow water and in hard starts in water of any depth,
but also in passing closely by obstacles orfrom sudden changes in
the configuration of a wall which a model is moving parallel to.
In fact, it can occur in any situation where the geometry is such
that the water may suddenly pile up in a localized region. It is
not a phenomenon that can be avoided by taking extra precautions,
for it occurs naturally in certain circumstances, as in the motion
over an obstruction, and its presence cannot be properly "subtracted
out" from experimental measurements.
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